Benetti Jo

Benetti JO is luxury charter yacht, awarded as Best Family Charter Yacht in 2011 by Superyacht World! She is well known guest in the Adriatic Sea!

MY-JO has been designed, built and equipped to uncompromisingly-high standards as a sleek, modern superyacht, its classic interior, spacious decks, wide range of activities and professional crew offering the perfect environment for relaxation and entertaining.

With a dark blue hull color “MY-JO” is a refined version of the six Golden Bay series yachts and has naval architecture from Benetti. The exterior style is from Stefano Natucci, while the interior is a François Zuretti concept modified by the owner's individual family style. The decorative theme is colonial, with painted cherry wood joinery. Spacious reception areas and decks provide for ease, comfort and stylish entertaining at sea or in port. MY-JO is designed to fit perfectly with the requirements of both family and charter use, easily accommodating up to 12 guests in 6 cabins - the owner's suite, 2 double cabins and 2 twin cabins (with Pullmans) and a 'multipurpose' cabin, with accommodation for up to 12 crew in 6 cabins.

The owner's bedroom extends across the yacht's full beam with a king-sized bed positioned in the center facing aft. As in the main saloon, the satin-finished cherry-wood is set off with light colored fabrics, with a more lavish look and feel. Over the bed a large button-backed panel rests above the bed head which is flanked by curtains; scatter cushions in rich silks finish off the effect.

A small adjacent saloon is furnished with a mini bar, a desk and a plasma television screen, with two armchairs and a coffee table set beside the portholes to give an impression of being directly on the water. This area is usually the domain of the owner who wants a private study to keep in contact with business, but a private sitting room may be more attractive to charter guests.

The vast bathroom area in the owner's suite is a lavishly-decorated oasis of marble and wood, flanked on either side by walk-through dressing rooms which lead into washrooms. Adjoining these two areas is a centrally placed spa with a large and deep bath to starboard and a shower cubicle and a separate head opposite.

The formal dining room and the lounge form a single saloon area on the main deck of MY-JO. The wood used for the interior on this deck is cherry, with off-white carpets and a cleverly concealed parquet dance floor. Large side windows allow light to flood into this room in the daytime and afford a great view of the sea. A pop up 42” plasma screen is linked to DVD, satellite and karaoke machines.

When the double doors of the saloon are slid back the feeling of space is even greater, as the aft deck becomes a continuation of the saloon. For those moon-lit evenings, guests can relax on the aft deck with cocktails before dinner or enjoy coffee and liqueurs afterwards.

To port is the servery, with a wine cellar for 60 bottles, a refrigerator, an ice-making machine, dishwasher and a dumb waiter that can serve the decks above. The servery leads forward into the galley, with panels of
stainless steel and oak finishes. This area is a good size and has an excellent layout, with a preparation island in the center and all the equipment required for a professional chef laid out around the edges. Boarding via the main deck passerelle, guests can relax on the covered aft deck on a large built-in sofa, decorated with red and blue striped Ralph Lauren pillows allowing seating for 12, around a fixed teak coffee table.

MY-JO's sun deck has a vast sun bathing area perfect for enjoying the sea and surroundings in complete relaxation. The forward section offers a large mattresses area with two folding umbrellas, whilst the aft is equipped with comfortable sun beds. The sundeck area offers a large Jacuzzi, barbecue, and a table for 'Al Fresco' dining. Also featuring the "guests favorite sundeck bar" with a low table and built in round sofa to enhance the pleasure of outdoor living. Boarding via the main deck passerelle, guests can relax on the covered aft deck on a large built-in sofa, decorated with red and blue striped Ralph Lauren pillows allowing seating for 12, around a fixed teak coffee table. She offers an array of water toys and an outstanding crew for a truly unforgettable charter experience.

Luxury yacht Benetti JO is available for yacht charter in Mediterranean destinations: Croatia, Montenegro, Greece, Turkey, Italy, South of France and Caribbean.

**Technical Specifications:**

Length: 49.95m (163'88 ft)  
Beam: 9.00m (29'53 ft)  
Draft: 2.97m (9'74 ft)  
Built: 2004  
Refitted: 2016  
Flag: Isle of Man  
Shipyard/Builder: Benetti Italy  
Naval Architects: Benetti In House  
Exterior Designer: Stefano Natucci  
Interior Designer: François Zuretti  
Type: Motor Yacht Ocean Going  
Classification: Lloyds  
Hull Material: Steel  
Superstructure: Aluminum  
GT: 496 T  
Engines: 2 x 2285 BHP MTU 12V 396 TE94  
Generators: 2 X Northern Lights 125 kW  
Fuel consumption: 300 Liters/Hr  
Bow/Stern-thrusters: Yes  
Fuel capacity: 83.000 liters  
Fresh Water capacity: 12.000 liters + Water makers  
Stabilizers: Yes - Naiad  
Air Condition: Entire Yacht with Individual Cabins Controls  
Max Speed: 17.0 Knots  
Cruise Speed: 12.0 Knots  
Range: 3.000 (@ 12.0 Knots speed )Nm
Guests: 12
Cabins: 6 (4 x Double + 2 x Twin cabins)
Crew: 12 (sleep in separate crew quarters)
WiFi
Jacuzzi on Sundeck
Swimming platform

**Tender and Sea Toys:**

1 x Williams Jet Tender 565 with 180 BHP Yanmar Engine
1 x Zar Formenti 53 with 140 BHP Engine
2 x Jet Ski Yamaha FX Cruiser SHO
2 x Kayaks
2 x Clear bottom kayaks
4 x Stand Up Paddle boards
1 x Gyro tube
1 x Mable
Water skis:
1 x Elite Alpha O'Brien Mono.
1 x Connolly Mono Ski
1 x Connolly twin skis
Children Learner ski
Donuts
Wind surfing gear
Wake board
Kite surfing gear
Snorkeling and fishing equipment
Bosun and Deckhand are qualified Windsurf and Kitesurf instructors
MY JO is a Certified RYA Jet Ski Training Center
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